


Is Waste Going to be Our Apocalypse Without a Noah’s Ark to Save Us?

Look at the recycling statistics in the sidebar, page 30. If we 
implement those with the sufficient funding to further develop 
technologies quickly, it could sustain us for a long time and 
tremendously cut our carbon footprint. Then there would be two 
remaining apocalypse scenarios: ocean, lake, river and estuary 
dumping and hazardous/toxic waste landfilling.

Apocalypse #1
Marine debris, oil spills and ocean acidification are complicated 

and serious problem for our waters, and most importantly, our 
marine life and our life. Human beings have been dumping 
waste in water, including the ocean, since before the Agricultural 
Age. The Industrial Age brought with it new materials to 
dump, chemical wastes and by-products. Some materials are 
dumped into rivers and find their way to the ocean by running 
downstream. Other materials are dumped directly into the ocean 
from boats. Plastic is a harmful pollutant that does not break 
down easily in the ocean. Plastic accounts for 90 percent of all 
floating materials in the ocean.

The U.S. government has implemented the Ocean Dumping 
Ban Act of 1988 that makes it unlawful for any person to dump 
or transport for the purpose of dumping, sewage sludge or 
industrial waste into ocean waters after December 31, 1991 and 
provides for the payment of special fees for dumping and any 
penalties incurred by a dumper to be deposited into certain funds 
for use in finding alternatives to ocean dumping.

Ocean dumping, sewage system, road and field run-off into 
our waters has become a disaster and is very difficult and time 
consuming to clean up, but the biggest problem in the ocean is 
dumped plastics that take a long period of time to break down. 
Plastics are killing our birds and our sea life because as the 
plastics break down into microplastics that the birds and fish 
believe are food. Eating these plastics will eventually clog-up the 
birds and fish’s digestive system, causing death.

The Ocean contains four large garbage patches, the Western 
Garbage patch, the Subtropical Coverage Zone, the Eastern 
Garbage Patch and other Gyres with Marine Debris. With the 
polluted oceans and water ways being a massive cleanup project, 
the question I have is when we bring the waste out of these oceans 
and water ways what are we going to do with it, i.e. landfill it, or 
incinerate it? We certainly do not have enough landfill space for 
all the debris. This cleanup project is a herculean task that will 
take years and the development of multiple new technologies.

Apocalypse #2: 
The second apocalypse scenario and the one we are going to 

concentrate on in this article is the fact that hazardous/toxic 
wastes are materials that are ignitable, reactive, corrosive or toxic 
to human health. Treatment of hazardous waste is stabilization 
and solidification, recycling, disposal in isolated areas of landfills, 
incineration and pyrolysis (see Final Disposal of Hazardous 
Waste sidebar, page 30). The latter two require very high 
temperatures. The above covers the treatment and/or storage of 
most hazardous wastes. Please keep in mind that if the hazardous 
waste cannot be recycled, such as lead and acids from batteries, 
they are sent to a regulated landfill. The generator or owner 
who is storing the waste owns it under the Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act 
(CERCLA), revised as Superfund. CERCLA requires a treatment 
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